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Dangerous Commercial Mini LP CD Album (2009)
(Japan)

 

                        

Tracklist:
1. JamÂ 
2. Why You Wanna Trip on MeÂ 
3. In the ClosetÂ 
4. She Drives Me WildÂ 
5. Remember the TimeÂ 
6. Can't Let Her Get AwayÂ 
7. Heal the WorldÂ 
8. Black or White (feat. Slash on guitar)
9. Who Is ItÂ 
10. Give In to Me (feat. Slash on guitar)Â 
11. Will You Be ThereÂ 
12. Keep the FaithÂ 
13. Gone Too SoonÂ 
14. Dangerous
Note:

About Japan Mini-LP CDs:

Japan mini-LP CDs are official audiophile releases--manufactured in Japan under license to the copyright
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holders--that play on all CD players. CDs made in Japan are superior in nearly every way to those from other
countries. The Japanese packaging of classic albums in cardboard sleeve miniature is state of the art. These
mini-LPs endeavor to be precise miniaturizations of the first pressings of the 12" LPs. Usually everything that
was present in the original LP is included, such as gatefolds, booklets, lyric sheets, posters, printed CD
sleeves, stickers, embosses, special paper or inks, and die cuts. In nearly all mini-LP releases a detail sheet
is included, and although the text may be in Japanese, the insert will often include the lyrics in English, which
is a big plus if the original LP did not include a lyric sheet. Japan promotional strips, also called â€œobi,â€• or
stickers are usually included with the package as a way of advertising the CD to the Japanese buying public
and includes considerable information, such as release date, catalog number, and mastering. On occasion a
mini-LP CD will have bonus tracks included that were not part of the original release. However, the notes
about the bonus tracks are never added to the album artwork, only to the spine obi strip or the details and
notes sheet, thus maintaining the integrity of the original LP artwork.

Vendor Information

Reviews: There are no reviews for this item. 
Please log in to write a review.
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